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Women and Dao in Gao Xingjian’s Works

Jianmei Liu
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Among the existing scholarly work on Gao Xingjian’s 高行健 (1940−)
approach to gender relations and the female problem, some studies are inclined to label Gao a misogynist writer. In his review of Soul Mountain
靈山, Kam Louie asserts that his “misogynist fantasies are resonant with
traditional prejudices that saw young women as only one step from being
swept away by the flood of sexual desire” (Louie 2001, 145−49). Echoing
such a portrayal of Gao Xingjian’s discrimination against women, Carlos
Rojas stresses that in One Man’s Bible femininity is ultimately conflated
with Gao’s rejection of political and cultural discourse and points out that
“the novel’s narrator appears blinded to the degree to which his own sociopolitical stance involves a degree of systematic misogyny” (Rojas 2002,
163−206). In her analysis of Escape, Belinda Kong interprets the Girl’s rape
as “a logic of punishment—of her insolent transgression into the masculine
real of politics, for her foolhardy demands for sexual freedom, and in the
end, for playing the feminist” (Kong 2012, 78). Less critically, some scholars respond that Gao’s representation of women is problematic because he
focuses more on his own social and cultural identity, merely using women
as the projection of his own anxiety and desire rather than truly sympathizing with women’s problems and fate.
However, in the eyes of other scholars and critics, Gao Xingjian’s
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treatment of women’s images in his plays and fiction shed the didacticism
of his aesthetic and philosophical models, allowing him to delve into female thinking and consciousness. Mabel Lee, for example, challenges the
notion of Gao Xingjian’s perceived misogyny and provides alternative
perspectives on his multilayered theatrical depictions of the female psyche. By discussing some of Gao’s representative plays, she has affirmed his
sympathetic attitude toward women and his interest in exploring women’s
emotions, psyche, and inner world (Lee 2016, vii−xxvii). Also seeing the
label of “misogynist” as ignoring the complexity and dynamics of Gao’s depiction of gender problems, Mary Mazzilli argues that “Between Life and
Death is one of the best examples of his complex approach to gender issues, as it features a woman and focuses on the female condition” (Mazzilli
2015, 369–94). Drawing on the existing scholarly studies that have gone
beyond the misogynist paradigm, such as those by Mabel Lee, Gilbert
Fong, Terry Siu-han Yip, Kwok-kan Tam, and Mary Mazzilli, I intend to
explore the connection between the Zen Buddhist comprehension of Dao
and the representation of women in Gao Xingjian’s novels and plays. As
desire and sexual relationships play a very crucial part in the realm of Zen,
the role of women is inevitably bound up with self-awareness and self-reflection, which are enshrined by Gao Xingjian as necessary on the path
toward individual enlightenment. According to Gao, even if women’s roles
are socially and culturally constructed or sometimes become a privileged
trope of defying social convention, the truth that emerges from secular life
often incorporates the spirituality into women’s unique biological and psychological construction, immune to men’s full understanding but inexorably furnishing a way leading to the state of Zen.
The Power of Femininity or Rou
It would be impossible to propose a single decoding or equivalence of
meaning for Gao Xingjian’s Soul Mountain, which implies that a numinous
and immanent spiritual home exists inside one’s heart rather than outside
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as a visible entity. The fundamental questions of “What is the self ?” as well
as “What is Soul Mountain?” remain unanswered in the novel, open for
various kinds of deciphering and comprehension, passing from one heart
to the other (yixin chuanxin 以心傳心), as is manifested by Huineng in
August Snow. Similarly, the allegorical anecdotes in Gao’s novels and plays
provide a vicarious outlet for Zen Buddhist comprehension of women’s
problems, which may carry multilayered meanings.
One allegoric anecdote, which is originally from a biji of the Jin Dynasty and features a Buddhist nun disemboweling herself and cleansing
her intestines, appears not only in chapter 48 of Soul Mountain but also
as a sideshow with a stage performance in Between Life and Death. With a
touch of surrealism, this fable unfolds on several levels, as Gao points out
in Soul Mountain:
This story is a political warning. You say if the ending of the story
is changed it could become a morality tale to warn people against
lechery and lust. The story could also be turned into a religious tale
to exhort people to convert to Buddhism. The story can also serve
as a philosophy for getting on in society—to teach the morally superior man that each day he should investigate his own personal conduct, or that human life is suffering, or that suffering in life derives
from the self. Or the story could be developed into numerous intricate and complex theories. It all depends on how the storyteller tells
it (Gao 2000, 284–85).
Since the main character in this tale is a Buddhist nun, it allows for spontaneity of gender expression and incorporates a sense of the female self ’s
relations to men as well as to the world. By highlighting Gao’s interest in
the “un-gendered/original self,” Terry Siu-han Yip and Kwok-kan Tam argue that Gao has gone beyond the context of gender/sexual opposition.
Therefore, the nun’s insistence on cleansing her filthy intestines relays a phil-
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osophical dimension, “symbolic of her conscious attempt to detach herself
from moral ties in the world” (Yip and Tam 2002, 215–33). Such a reading,
which conforms with Gao’s embrace of Zen Buddhism’s transcendence of
binary antagonisms, contributes a compelling interpretation of the story.
However, I propose to add another reading of this story from the philosophical dimension of gender and subjectivity, which is too assertive to ignore.
In chapter 48 of Soul Mountain, the narrator “you” is attracted to the
story but not because he is a historian, has “political aspirations,” is “an expert in Buddhism to preach religion,” or wants to become “a paragon of
virtue.” He is only fascinated with “the superb purity of the story” and has
a desire to tell “her,” who may be the embodiment of every woman, either
projected by the narrator’s desire and anxiety or simply an incarnation of
women in general. Why is this story especially told on behalf of a woman? A second question concerns Gao’s gender stance: what kind of Dao is
embedded in such a gendered tale? Similar to Albert Camus’ The Myth of
Sisyphus, featuring a man condemned to ceaselessly pushing a rock up to a
mountain and watching it roll back to the valley below, Gao’s narrative tries
to find the value of life through the Buddhist nun’s repetitive self-cleansing
with its inherent meaninglessness.
In the story, the Grand Marshall protagonist is ambitious and has a
plan to usurp the state, but after watching the nun’s ritualistic cleansing of
her intestines with consternation, he eventually gives up and remains a loyal minister. The Buddhist nun seems to offer the Grand Marshall not only a
practical lesson in life but also a philosophical inspiration that enables him
to reflect on his own desire and ambition, which are analogous to the filthy
intestines. Through abnegation of endless and worldly desire and ambition, he acquits himself of the bloody struggle for power. The fact that the
seemingly powerful Grand Marshall is inferior to the Buddhist nun who
holds an apocalyptic truth is aligned with Laozi’s 老子 recondite saying,
“Acknowledge the male, but retain the female: be a drain-way for the world
below the sky; As a drain-way for the world below the sky, your constant
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power will never depart, will lead back home to infancy” 知其雄，守其
雌，為天下溪；為天下溪，常德不離，復歸於嬰兒 (Laozi 2001,
88). In Laozi’s philosophy, the female is associated with rou 柔, referring to
water, which contains an important message of Dao. “In this world below
the sky, the gentle will outdo the strong” 天下之至柔，馳騁天下之至
堅 (Laozi 2001, 118); “What more gentle in this world than water? Yet
nothing better conquers hard and strong” 天下莫柔弱於水，而攻堅強
者莫之能勝 (Laozi 2001, 183). By privileging rou, water, as well as femininity over gang 剛, masculinity, Laozi delivers the Way (or Dao) on both
social and cosmic levels, in which the power of the gentle overwhelms that
of the strong, and eventually leads to wuwei against any conscious government. Through reiterating this tale, Gao Xingjian ostensibly not only takes
a stance in favor of the power of femininity but also resorts to the Way defined by Laozi, asserting the unity underlying the oppositions and divisions
and thus going back to simplicity and harmony symbolized by the state of
infancy, where the true self or the original self abides.
Gao has achieved powerful effects in rethinking gender relations
by evoking Laozi’s notion of privileging femininity. His play, Song of the
Nights 夜間行歌, is a unique and outstanding work imbued with a lyrical
and poetic tone, probing women’s complicated inner world; more importantly, it offers us a philosophical approach to women’s problems as well as
gender issues. Similar to Between Life and Death, the play can be viewed
as an unconscious as well as a metaphysical trip of the character “She,”
who is played by one female actor simultaneously addressing the audience
and performing the role of “She.” This female actor and two background
female dancers—one melancholic and the other vivacious—altogether
comprise the floating and multiple subjectivities of “She.” In addition, the
pronouns “you,” “I,” and “she” all refer to the female protagonist, presenting her self-searching and her Zen meditation on gender roles and human
existence. It is a very ambitious play that purely focuses on a woman’s discourse: her body, her right to sexual fulfillment, her will to take control of
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her fate, her proclivity for living in the present and returning to life itself,
and her biological differences from men all lead to completely different
ways of feeling and thinking. Instead of involving himself in women’s holy
war against men, a battle that is forever confined by an arbitrary dichotomy
of “either/or,” Gao endeavors to call for a genuine understanding of the
female psyche and female thought, a perspective that would help unveil
what has been put into oblivion in the grand history created by men. Just
as Zhuangzi 莊子 in “On the Equality of Things” advocates the all-encompassing Way (dao) to contain and understand opposites, Gao Xingjian
aims to question any fixed opinion and position in the male-female sexual
relationship. His representation of women in this play not only pays attention to women’s subconscious and thoughts but also grasps the essence of
female subjectivity that goes beyond the given social roles as mother, wife,
mistress, and daughter. A utopian world of females in his eyes is far more
peaceful and harmonious than that of men:
In a country established by women
Flowers in the heart blossom fully
Making gentleness transcend violence
Making seduction replace invasion
And the world much more beautiful
(Gao 2015, 78)
After all, “She” is the symbol of life itself, creating rather than destroying,
living in the present rather than fabricating utopias to fool everyone. Gao
Xingjian discovers that women’s biological difference from men does not
make the female an inferior gender, but on the contrary, can construct a
more balanced world. The power of femininity, eulogized by Gao Xingjian
in this play, seems to be more potent than the power of masculinity that
favors fame, strength, and endless wars.
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Social and Philosophical Dimensions of Gender Subjectivity
In Between Life and Death, the Buddhist nun once again is performing disemboweling herself with scissors and washing her entrails as a “sideshow”
of the Woman/actress/narrator who is involved in the painful discovery of
the gendered self. The performance of self-disemboweling and self-cleansing is unambiguously in tune with the Woman’s inner monologue, in
which the discovery of self is accompanied by reflection on the self, with
“an unending effort to break free from the enclosure, from the prison of
obsessive thoughts, fears and delusions” (Łabędzka 2008, 162). Gao has
made a remarkable literary contribution to the exploration of the female
psyche and inner world in which he emphasizes the negative side of the
relationship between men and women. As Henry Zhao points out, “The
difficulty in determining the Dramatic She highlights Gao’s central theme
that communication by ordinary means—whether language or love-making—is bound to reach an impasse. He seems to be pessimistic about a constructive relationship between the Dramatic I and the Dramatic She, and
this pessimism is, in fact, inherent in Buddhism. If one cannot understand
sexual seduction, one can hardly be free from other worldly temptation”
(Zhao 2000, 99). Such a pessimistic view of the male-female relationship is
intended to remind us that one can never rely on the other, be it a passionate lover or indifferent sexual partner, to rescue one from the entrapment
of secular life.
First, all the pain and anguish derived from the entangled relationship
between men and women is inevitably socially and culturally constructed.
By questioning Yip and Tam’s emphasis on an “asexual/ungendering” primordial human nature that may “ultimately lead to an essentialization of
sexual differences” or “a reinforcement of gender stereotypes against which
feminism tries to fight through efforts of ‘gendering,’” Gary Xu is prone to
interpret the Buddhist nun’s tale of belly cutting and intestine cleansing as
a symbol of gender politics (Xu 2002, 103). Indeed, in the context of patriarchal injustice, the Woman’s monologue, as well as the Buddhist nun’s
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self-cleansing, can be read as a “her” story, displaying what has been erased
or suppressed by the dominant history of male supremacy. In Chapter 58
of Soul Mountain, Gao writes, “When Nüwa created humans she also created their sufferings. Humans are created from the entrails of Nüwa and
born in the bloody fluids of women and so they can never be washed clean”
(Gao 2000, 350). Representing the primitive unconsciousness of human
beings in Chinese tradition, Nüwa’s entrails, which breed both men and
women, reveal the cultural and historical construction of women as impure
and contaminated. Based on such a primitive cultural source, the Buddhist
nun’s action of cleansing intestines adumbrates a persistent effort of washing away the accusation of impurity by the patriarchal society and culture
as well as a clinging attempt at expelling all the innate sufferings, even if it
usually ended in vain.
Gao’s refusal of the hierarchical construction of the relationship between men and women in the context of Chinese patriarchal society is
quite palpable in his play City of the Dead. This play belongs to the genre
of a story retold. The original story was entitled “Zhuangzi Stops Hitting
a Pot and Achieves Big Way” 莊子休鼓盆成大道 and was compiled by
Feng Menglong, the acclaimed novelist, in Stories to Warn Men 警世通
言 during the Ming Dynasty. It was later adapted into a famous Beijing
opera, Testing Wife and Smashing a Coffin 試妻大劈棺. Feng Menglong’s
馮夢龍 (1574−1646) fictional version and the opera obviously contain
elements of vilification and mockery toward Zhuangzi’s wife, who fails to
stay faithful to her husband in widowhood. As a stereotypical incarnation
of women’s licentious desire, Zhuangzi’s wife becomes a medium for this
famous Daoist philosopher to transcend all the secular encumbrances,
such as love and sex embedded in the marital relationship, and eventually obtain the big way he strenuously pursues. Against the male-centered
approach in the previous version, Gao Xingjian in City of the Dead not
only ridicules Zhuangzi’s comprehension of the Way (or Dao) by depicting
him as someone who is still deeply entwined in worldly matters such as his
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wife’s chastity, but also seeks to understand women’s immense torment and
suffering caused by the patriarchal moral system. In Gao’s rewriting of the
traditional version, he follows Zhuangzi’s wife into the city of the dead,
in which she is deprived of her voice and has no way to escape the suffering stipulated by the traditional patriarchal system. In Mabel Lee’s words,
“Her tormentors in Hell are presented as tyrannical, cruel, bullying, mendacious, foolish, ridiculous and knavish males, and they can also be seen as
theatrical exaggerations of male behavior towards females in real life” (Gao
2015, xv). Therefore, City of the Dead conspicuously shows the author’s
sympathetic attitude toward women’s inferior position in the patriarchal
Chinese society.
Second, in addition to such a reading that questions established and
existing notions of gender difference in patriarchal discourse, we can read
this tale in the light of existentialism as well as Zen Buddhism. Instead of
indulging in women’s war against men, or vice versa—a battle that is perpetually within “the vicious circle of endless revolutions inherent in the
negation of negation” (Gao 2012, 233), Gao has gone one step further to
prove that all the sufferings and bemusement are the manifestation of the
self-made prison by the gendered subjectivity. As he expressed in Chapter
72 of Soul Mountain, “no-one is the winner in battles between men and
women” (Gao 2000, 455). What most egregiously hinders one from releasing the self is not his sexual partner but the prison within one’s heart. Even
after the Woman kills the Man in the play Between Life and Death, or the
Man and the Girl annihilate each other in the play Dialogue and Rebuttal,
the Woman and the Girl still cannot be emancipated from unbearable loneliness and agony. Such impossibility of communication between men and
women renders the same dark situation in which the Man is imprisoned as
well. The reciprocal torture between men and women driven by desire is
apparently a self-made hell, internal and external. After all, as Gao writes
in Soul Mountain, “Humans are simply such creatures, fettered by perplexities and inflicting anxiety upon themselves” (Gao 2000, 350). Therefore,
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the Buddhist nun’s repetitive action of self-cleansing, which is intended to
symbolically convey the self-dissecting, self-reflecting, and self-awakening
expression of the philosophical purpose that informs his play, is redirected from somatic to spiritual concerns. “What directs a person’s fate is not
solely determined by his life’s environment, it is determined by his understanding of the self ” (Gao 2012, 232)—Gao is not so much interested in
the social construction of such physical cleansing as in its philosophical
significance. Therefore, the self-cleansing is performed, above all, for its value of setting the self free from all the torments and sufferings generated by
self-obsession (wozhi 我執). It is an indispensable step to unlock the chain,
namely desire, created by the gendered self. As Gao wrote, “To flounder
helplessly is like suffering and the whole humanity is made up of individual
selves. When you fall in, you must crawl out yourself because saviours aren’t concerned with such trifling matters” (Gao 2000, 51). Human beings,
men or women, must rely on self-salvation to rescue themselves from all
sufferings and bafflement, including desire and sexual entanglement and
predicament, and thus obtain spiritual freedom. The endless self-emboweling and self-cleansing not only contain a sense of the absurdity of existential concerns for liberty but also gives insight into the Zen Buddhist
comprehension of Dao and women, which goes beyond any politics and
“isms,” including those of sex and gender.
Women and Freedom
Gao Xingjian’s portrayal of women is undeniably associated with the question of freedom, through which to convey observations about the existential condition of human beings and the relation of that condition to the
spiritual home. In “Freedom and Literature,” Gao clearly encapsulates a
double sense of an individual’s alienation and complicity: “The individual
living in a specific society is continually subjected to a variety of regulations—from politics, ethics, customs, and religion to family, marriage, and
sexual relationships—that impose numerous restrictions on the individu-
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al’s action” (Gao 2012, 228). In addition to modern totalitarian regimes
and market consumerism that suppress the self, he invokes sexual relationships—the complexity of the human nature—as important individual dilemmas to be dealt with, especially given his serious concern with the notion of freedom. How can a woman truly obtain freedom? Such an inquiry
is exemplified in One Man’s Bible. Is a woman living in diaspora merely the
projection of Gao’s subjectivity? Does she have her own subjectivity? Is it a
paradoxical freedom when a woman is resigning herself to being infatuated
with sexual desire and drowning in a sea of lust without any restriction?
As Henry Zhao points out, Soul Mountain supplies us “probably with
the richest depictions of the female sex.” (Zhao 2000, 59). In Marian Galik’s
detailed analysis, he discovers that Gao Xingjian’s profound delineation of
a series of images of women is not limited to the ubiquitous traditional
stereotype that divides women into “angelic” and “adulterous.” For example, in Chapter 39 of Soul Mountain, the Miao girls are not influenced and
fettered by the stringent moral regulations of Han culture and appear to
be more primitive, freely pursuing sexual freedom (Galik 2003, 619). Indeed, Gao’s complicated and multilayered depiction of the female psyche,
self, and inner world, based on “a lively communication with women and
men of the Han nation and other nationalities, of different social strata and
ideological, philosophical and religious orientations” (Galik 2003, 626),
has brought to light the true existential condition of women that cannot
be simply reduced to a moral judgment.
Two foreign women in One Man’s Bible audaciously stress free individuality and independent thinking: the Jewish woman Marguerite and
the French woman Sylvie. In sharp contrast to other Chinese women depicted in this long novel, who are more or less fettered by the ties of country, family, and household, as well as moral and ethical codes, these two
foreign women relatively own more space of sexual freedom. These two
intriguing and provocative female characters, whose erotic pursuits are amplified as signifiers respectively for dependent (youdai 有待) freedom and
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independent (wudai 無待) freedom, have staged a feminine spectacle that
suggests more aptitude for self-salvation than for subordination to the gaze
of male subjectivity.
Marguerite is a young Jewish woman whom the narrator had met
in Germany several years earlier and then reencountered in Hong Kong.
As Carlos Rojas analyzes, “Throughout much of the first half of the novel, for instance, Marguerite functions as the narrator’s alter-ego, mirroring
his own diasporic condition, eliciting his narratives of his past, while at
the same time providing an ironic counterpoint to his own obsession with
personal origins” (Rojas 2002, 191). However, even if to a certain extent
Marguerite’s diasporic position truly reflects that of the narrator, it does
not mean she lacks the female subjectivity and functions merely as his sexual object or the embodiment of some aspects or dimensions of his own
subjectivity. The narrator’s memory of the Cultural Revolution, evoked by
Marguerite in the novel, is for the purpose of speaking to her, who symbolizes the Western suffering paralleling the historical burden of bitterness
from China. The dialogical and sexual relationship between Marguerite
and the narrator is equal rather than submissive.
Both living in diaspora, the narrator and Marguerite have the opportunity to live like a free bird, unconfined by national boundaries, family
responsibilities, and conventional morality. However, whereas the narrator is focused on forgetting his painful history and memory and enjoy the
present moment, Marguerite beleaguers him with pleas for stories from his
tormented past in China and “burdened herself with the sufferings of the
Jews and the racial humiliation of the Turks” (Gao 2002, 67). The Jewish
identity that Marguerite cannot escape constitutes the limit of her freedom, but paradoxically it is also the condition of her diasporic freedom and
sexual freedom. Similar to what Zhuangzi describes as “youdai”—a kind of
freedom with certain conditions, as shown in Liezi’s flying depending on
wind, Marguerite’s individual identity in conjunction with Jewish suffering recognizes the a priori racial nature of human existence. In contrast,
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the narrator refuses to accord his national identity and historical memory
priority over his enjoyment of freedom in diaspora. Just as the narrator has
expressed, “the China that you thought you had left continues to perplex
you, you must make a clean break with it” (Gao 2002, 48). He constantly
and persistently emphasizes the importance of living in the present—a way
to avoid the overriding preoccupation with a painful national memory.
Unlike Marguerite, the other girl, Sylvie, is emblematic of a kind of
freedom that depends on nothing. Randomly involved in many sexual relationships and having boyfriends all over the world, such as an Arab from
North Africa, an Irishman, a quarter-Jewish Hungarian, a Jew from Israel,
and the narrator from China, she is obviously unburdened by politics, racial history, memory, financial concerns, as well as moral and ethical regulations, personifying a kind of freedom of wudai, described by Zhuangzi
as depending on nothing. Yet even such a flamboyant and open-minded
girl, who wholeheartedly enjoys sexual freedom, has anxiety, wanting a stable home and the right sort of man. “Her anxiety was deep-seated, but it
was an anxiety caused by a conflict between freedom and restriction that
everyone had. In other words, what were the limits of freedom?” (Gao
2002, 388). In contrast to those Chinese girls who have to survive under
the totalitarian regime and struggle for basic rights as decent individuals,
Sylvie is lucky to possess so much freedom, yet she still cannot escape perplexity and anxiety. It is a kind of self-made or self-searched anxiety and
bewilderment (zixun fannao 自尋煩惱) similar to what Qian Zhongshu
錢鍾書 (1910−98) expressed in his lengthy novel The Besieged City 圍城
that marriage is like a forteresse assiègee: “People outside the fortress want
to rush in and people inside want to get out” (Hsia 1999, 447). “The birds
outside the cage want to nestle in there and the birds inside want to fly out”
(Hsia 1999, 447)—such is the unsolvable and absurd Catch-22 of a human being. More importantly, the question Gao has posed about freedom
and restriction is a profound existential issue in the Western world and one
many philosophers have discussed. Following Kant’s theory that true free-
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dom is equated with rational self-determination in the sphere of morality,
Hegel claims that individuals achieve full freedom through commitment
to the duties and virtues of sittlichkeit (ethical life) (Klosko 2013, 30−32).
Steeped in the paradox of freedom and restriction, the image of Sylvie does
reflect Gao Xingjian’s philosophical comprehension of the dilemma of the
human condition and human life. While Sylvie seems able to do whatever she wants, being free from social, moral, and ethical commitments, she
nevertheless inexorably falls into the trap of nihilism, captive to unhappiness. “What she was searching for was the ultimate in both love and sexual
excitement. But that was an ideal, what people dreamed about, utopia. She
was aware of this, but it made her sad, profoundly sad, it was the profound
sadness of being human, an eternal sadness that could never be dispelled”
(Gao 2002 388). Sylvia’s sorrowfulness indicates that a utopia established
on sexual gratification is doomed to crumple. At the end of the novel, the
narrator also apparently realizes that he can never find his ideal woman:
You want a woman, a woman whose thinking is as lucid as yours, a
woman who is free of the bondage of the world. You want a woman
who rejects the ties of a home, and does not bear children, a woman
who does not follow vanity and fashion, a natural and totally wanton woman. You want a woman who does not want to appropriate
anything from your person, a woman who will, at this instant of
time, enjoy with you the joys of being a fish in water. But where is
such a woman to be found? A woman as solitary as you, yet contented with being solitary like you, will fuse your solitude with hers in
sexual gratification; it will fuse in caresses and one another’s looks,
while you are examining and exploring one another. Where is such
a woman to be found? (Gao 2002, 439)
Gao concludes that the utopian sexual relationship does not exist.
And he is unconvinced that an absolute freedom would suit the labyrin-
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thine involutions of the empirical world. As long as one is living in the
practical reality, the so-called freedom without any restriction, depending
on nothing—wudai—is not impossible to fully actualize. If the sexual relationship between men and women looms large in Gao Xingjian’s Zen
meditation, the melancholy embedded in One Man’s Bible speaks unmistakably to the unfeasibility of freedom derived from attachment to love,
sex, marriage, and family. However, as pessimistic as this may sound, Gao
Xingjian did point to a way out for both men and women: absolute freedom can only be realized in the aesthetic and spiritual realm, resembling
what Zhuangzi advocates. In Gao’s own words, “it is only in the realm of
the purely spiritual that humankind can possess an abundance of freedom”
(Gao 2012, 231).
In general, the Dao intrinsic in Gao’s portrayal of women points to
the awakening of the self in concrete and authentic existential dilemmas.
“Free will is determined by the awakening of the self ” (Gao 2012, 231)—
which means, one should not depend upon a love relationship or a sexual
relationship to obtain freedom. The series of images of women in Gao’s
plays and novels is particularly pertinent to the enlightenment of the self,
whose fate is determined by self-understanding rather than by her living
environment. At the same time, those male-female relationships are also
indicative of a more profound correlation between freedom and aesthetics permeated with the awareness of the self, whose attainment of spiritual
freedom is found not in the outer world but in the mind of the individual.
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